THE PHOTO POLL

What’s your favorite joke?

“Knock knock! Who’s there? Interrupting Cow! Interrupting C—Moo!” -Ashley Paquin ’13

“Expecting students to be alert for 1a language classes.” -Dan DeRosha ’13

“The LDC’s food.” -Naomi Fine ’12

“I don’t like jokes.” -Schuyler Metcalf ’13

“...Orange you glad I didn’t say banana?” -Charlotte Turovsky ’11

THE SCHILLOMETER

Back to back Sayles dances

LOST bumps The State of the Union

February

Really, Favre?

Conan leaves late night
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Wintertime Swimsuit Special
~6th Week~

The Carl wants YOU for the 4th Annual Winter Swimsuit Photo Shoot. Email piehm to join other Carls baring it all for instant fame and possibly hot cider.